⸪ Toward the end of Shakespeare's King Henry IV, Part I, the curtains at last rise on the climactic action sequence of the play: the historical Battle of Shrewsbury, which was fought on 21 July 1403. The unfolding of this engagement, an intensely bloody three-hour affair according to its contemporary chroniclers, lasts for much of Act V in Shakespeare's dramatization, culminating in the death of Hotspur, Henry Percy, at the hands of an increasingly noble Prince Hal, the future Henry V. Easily missed among the speeches and martial actions of this exciting sequence -but rather pertinent to the topic at hand -is the fact that the young Prince Hal is wounded amid the fighting. Or, more precisely said, he is wounded off-stage during a scene break, so that King Henry IV's opening lines of Act V, Scene IV are to tender his worry for his son's injury: 
Nature of the Wound
The wounding of the prince at Shrewsbury is, however, an unquestionable historical fact. Time and again in primary sources regarding this "herd and a stronge bataille" [hard and fierce battle], it is reported that the sixteen-yearold prince, the future King Henry V, "wasse hurte in the face with an arrowe."3 And while many of the contemporary chronicles are similarly brief in their reference to the injury, it is clear that Prince Hal did not suffer a mere "shallow scratch," as it is later described by Shakespeare. Quite to the contrary, the arrow struck Prince Hal directly in the face, penetrating his head and embedding itself, according to the surgeon's report, "in posteriori parte ossis capiti secundum mensuram 6 uncharum" [in the posterior part of the skull at a depth of six inches].4 The medieval inch was legislatively defined "as the length of 3 barleycorns," but, as Ronald Edward Zupko notes, "the actual standard in fact was a particular rod of metal, usually a yard-bar, on which inches were marked."5 Though time has meant the disappearance of "the original iron measure […] it is unlikely that it differed from the present standard by more than 0.04 BI inches (1 millimeter)."6 Even if we equate the medieval inch with the modern
